AQIP Dev Ed Tracking

Minutes from July 12, 2006, room CCB 2012

1) Deb Wentzel brought meeting to order at 1:00 p.m. Absent: Teal Kaufman, Jami Spencer. Also present, by invitation, Allan Saaf, Chris Riley, Paul Folger, Brad Thomas, and Dorothy Welty Rodriguez.

2) Minutes from May 17, 2006 were approved by the team – motion to approve made by Kathleen Riepe, seconded by Gayle Johnson.

3) Team elected Rob Mawyer – the decision for Rob as Vice or Co-chair is still to be determined by Steve and Rob.

4) Reminder for August 10, 2006 meeting at 12:00 p.m. in room CCB 2011.

5) Discussion opened with Steve sharing why he was interested in the committee and his desire to be chair. Further sharing followed by Julie Fraser, Jennifer Swartout, Gayle Johnson, Tom Clemens, and Allan Saaf.

6) Much discussion started, then about building consensus for the direction of the project. Distinctions between Class success, Program success, and Individual Student Success were discussed. The relationship between Student Success Team and Dev Ed Tracking Team were also discussed – will the Student Success Team be more focused on Individual Student Success and how the Students themselves define their own success? We came to a consensus that the main objective of our project is to “Help Students Succeed”.

7) Questions were raised: Is Dev Ed student success different (distinct) from Gen Ed success? What other outside influences of student performance should the institution address?

8) Lisa Cole gave a brief overview of the Learning Communities Project – the team discussed the relationship of this project becoming a part of this project.

9) A reminder of the AQIP project and Campus Conversation 2 Comments (done by Paul Folger) and the Dev Ed Charter done by Dana Rosenberg were mentioned. This gave rise to:

10) Discussion regarding the READ 070 flowchart. After some discussion about the impact of that flowchart on our committee, Steve gave a homework assignment from the flowchart: team members are to come up with other questions the flowchart generates and be prepared to share them at the next meeting.

11) A motion to adjourn was made by Jennifer Swartout and seconded by Julie Fraser.

12) The meeting was adjourned at 3:00 p.m.